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For its second production, Off
Broadway, Inc., that earnest experimental group which currently inhabits the old Cherry Lane Theater
on Commerce Street, has chosen a
new play, Too Many Thumbs, by a
new playwright, Robert Hivnor. The
group's invitation to the unveiling
advised that "Broadway and Hollywood are nibbling at the script and
are waiting to see what comes of our
production." A reporter wouldn't
know about Hollywood-it sometimes
nibbles on extraodinary fodder-but
it's a safe bet that no legit producer
in his right mind would consider
transplanting Thumbs, as is, to the
Stem.
Just what young Mr. Hivnor is
driving at is hard to tell. It may
well be that, on one of the hottest
nights on record, in a pew only a
couple of degrees cooler than it was
outside, a reporter may have missed
some of the author's meatier implications. Hivnor is toying with
jet-propelled Darwinian monkeyshines, with a fantasy about a chimpanzee who turns human via a series
of Hyde-into-Jekyll body-aches in
a couple of years' time. There is also
a tepid love interest on the part of a
devotee of pure science, who is compiling an "Ape's Progress," and the
daughter of his superior, a somewhat
bemused theologian. At all events,
the ape appears to be on the receiving
end of alternate doses of practical
and spiritual advice during his growing pains. The spiritual wins out in
the end, as he forswears the gal who
has fallen for his handsome ruggedness and departs into the world with
something of a messianic complex.
It is quite confusing.
Earnestly Acted
The Off Broadway players act out
these matters with earnestness and
some conviction, and the setting of
a zoological laboratory cut to the
confines of the Cherry Lane stage
rates a deserved bow. It could serve
as a blueprint for many more pretentious productions. As written,
the play is, of course, more or less
a tour-de-force for the diminishing
monkey business of Nehemia Persoff
as the ubiquitous Chimp. Personally,
-this reporter liked him best at his
hairiest growling. Some of his latter
scenes are a bit hard to take, but
much may be blamed on the script.
Dick Robbins contributes an adequate
facsimile of a vacillating scientist,
and Kim Stanley is a decorative other
half of the romance angle. Gene
Saks is properly annoying as her
querulous papa and Ernest Sommers
makes a really sharp bit of a chore
as a visiting professor.
Over-all, the Off Broadway group
seems to have plenty on the ball.
They go about things with apparent
skill and sincerity. This time they
just picked the wrong play.
Bob Francis.
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Get Your Gun, second in Gene Mann's
summer series of outdoor musical
comedy presentations. As the little
sharpshootin' gal from the Arkansas
hills, Miss Niesen turns rustic and
seems to have as much fun doing it
as the audience does looking and listening. The ever-versatile lady of
song makes the most of her comedy
lines and situations, playing Annie in
a warm and affectionate manner, yet
never overlooking the laugh possibilities. She takes in easy vocal stride
such ditties as Doin' What Conies Naturally, You Can't Get a Man With a
Gun, Show Business along with Sun
in the Morning and They Say It's
Wonderful. Theatergoers shrugging
their shoulders at Miss Liberty's sour
press notices found cause for renewed
devotion to the Berlin pen in rehearing Annie's melodically intriguing
score.
Altho it ends up as a one-woman
show Miss Niesen nevertheless has the
fine vocal support of Earl Covert as
Frank Butler. His voice oilers a
tender treatment of The Girt That I
Marry, They Say It's Wonderful, as
well as a rib-tickling duet with Annie
on Anything You Can Do. Juvenile
romance was pleasingly handled by
June Preisser and Dick Humphreys
whose dancing routines added to the
enjoyment and won applause. George
Zoritch presented a colorful and stirring Indian ballet number.
Over-all extravagance of talent,
costumes and sets makes this production a second winner for Gene Mann's
current season. Edward Revesux's
the
direction keeps the pace smooth,Miss
tone light and airy and permits
Niesen's talents to enjoy full freedom.
Richard Jackson's sets won spontaneous applause for a number of scenes.
particular note was the hotel ball-2.
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The last producton of the new
Actor's Guild in their first season
is a light comedy, occasionally played
a bit close to farce. Manhattan Marriage's major flaws stem from a poverty of material. There is a tricky
reliance at the beginning upon business and pantomime exclusively,
something that can be brought off
successfully only by topflight acting.
In this, and subsequent briefer interludes, the playwrights appear overenamored of their conception of stage
business.
The play concerns the marital
troubles of a young New York dress
designer. The lad is devoting time
to a smart department store buyer
to close a deal to save his firm and
his job. His wife wants a divorce.
Then enters a professional correspondent. The lad's reluctance to
get into the spirit of the thing, comic
misunderstandings with the wife's
parents, etc., add up to final reconciliation.
Not Broadway Stuff
Play is likely not Broadway caliber
because of the peculiary local material, but it could well succeed on
the road because of its heavy hamming and satirical treatment of the
professional divorce correspondent as
a subject of remote amusement. The
writing is consistently lively but
needs more meat and good gag lines.
The troupe works well as a group,
with no attempt at starring. Coauthor Lynn Shubert is a bit too
boyish as a boastful captain. Ann
Boothby and Robert Keith have some
romping good scenes, solo and duo.
Robert Spence, despite earnestness,
lacks conviction as a lawyer. The
conception of Georgie George, the
correspondent, as a routine nitwit, is
a minor masterpiece.
Haviland F. Reyes.
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Ten years ago, the late Jules Leventhal had a couple of standbys
which were always sure-fire titillation for a Subway Circuit audience.
Whenever things got dull along the
subway beat, he would recast an edition of Brother Rat or Room Service
with the assurance of profitable
business.
Rat and Service were
strictly of the George Abbott school
of thought-gagged-up farces, gaited
strictly for belly-laughs. Except that
it is obviously topical, At War With
the Army, should prove a worthy
successor. Army has been staged by
a George Abbott graduate, Ezra
Stone, and is right in the tradition of
a thread of plot, hypoed with unashamedly contrived laugh situations,
played at a furious pace and punctuated by slamming doors and occasional pratfalls. Whether the result stems from the scripting of author James Allardice or from Stone
interpolations, there ar- some enormously funny moments-and assayed
on a reception by Flatbush Theater
customers, Army is right in the Subway Circuit groove.
Army only closed at the Booth
Theater Saturday (16) after a 150 odd performance run, and the Stem
cast, except fo- the distaff side, is
practically intact.
Donald Oenslager's excellent set of a Kentucky
training camp orderly room has also
been brought along, so, productionwise, the show retains practically
all its original Broadway flavor.

Mnross in Lead
Joe Maross took over the lead slot
(Opened Monday. July 251
some weeks back at the Booth and
THE BERKSHIRE PLAYHOUSE,
gives a fine account of himself as
STOCKBRIDGE, MASS.
the bored top sergeant whose love
drama by St. John Ervin, Staged by life, complicated with his efforts to
William Miles. Setting by Robert L. Klein.
Stage manager. David Weaver. Press re, get overseas, is the storyline on which
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bringing St. John Ervine's Robert's
Wife to town, he'd better forget about
it. It hasn't a chance. It's a windy
yarn about the dual careers of a man
and a wife, with undertones involving birth control, radicalism and
quarrels between the high and low
Church of England.
The play ran for two years in London before the war. But what interested them then will be a bore today.
The opening night crowd-a full
house incidentally-gave the play
four curtain calls. But if you'd been
rocking on a porch all day even
The Ladder would get curtain calls.
Excellent Cast
Mady Christians is a brilliant Sancilia Carson. Bryon McGiath, as her
(See Robert's Wife on page 42)
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the antics are hung. Jerry Jarrett's
supply sergeant is still a top laughgetter in the lads' unceasing battle
with the brass, and Joe Keen and
William Lanteau are high spots as
a thick non-coin and the company
sad sack. Bernard Kates's blackmailing private remains a properly
unpleasant thorn in the seat of the
top-kick's pants, and Tad Mosel's
panto of a transfer enmeshed in army
red tape is again out of the top
drawer. William Mendrek continues
to make the best of his points as the
harassed company commander: and
Kenneth Forbes does well by his
slightly cynical assist- nt.
On the fern side, Joann Dolan
makes the slightly reformed, slightly pregnant camp trollop extremely
funny-an excellent follow-up to
Maxine Stuart's original Stem creation.
Marion Sweet and Norma
Lehn are adequate to their assignments as the henpecking, in-theknow captain's wife and another
facet on the top-sergeant's heart interests.
Army skeds a road trek in the fall.
This Subway interim booking should
be profitable in keeping the company
on its toes and likewise at the b. o.
for the circuit,
Bnb Francis.

